
Victorian Voices 

In year 5,  the children had been learn-
ing about Victorians. They have been 
going on trips and learning about life in 
that time. They also had their own Vic-
torian day. They had an exciting day 
watching clips (short film) and writ-
ing  up Victorian letters. They said it 
was amazing writing up in English, “I 
enjoyed English and maths.” Isaac. Year 
5. In English they enjoyed writing Victo-
rian diaries where they stepped in the 
shoes of a Victorian. Year 5 also enjoyed 
Maths which included dividing and ques-
tions related to this. By Samuel 

Amazing art in year 6 
 

Over the past few weeks in school, year 6 
have been enjoying art with Miss Lovelock. 

They say she gave them a variety of materi-
als to use for their  models and drawing. 
Their theme was ‘The War Of Roses‘. 

Around this they made models of roses out 
of felt, card and sketches. 

A student,  Millie Marshall, explained how she 
enjoyed learning about the war of roses and 

the history behind it. 
 Gaby Luke says, “ I like art with Miss Love-
lock because she always makes the lessons fun 
by bringing different materials and there is 

something enjoyable for everyone.” 
Another participant of year 6, Mariusz, 

quoted that he liked his art lesson because of 
“our interesting theme of Tudor-Times” 

 
So the year 6 have definitely had exciting 

lessons ! 
By Anna Voldanova 

Year 3 Exciting Egyptian day! 

 
In year 3, on the 5th January, 
an exciting day took place. Due to 
their topic being Egyptians, Year 3 
had the opportunity to dress up as 
a Egyptian and have an Egyptian 
experience in the hall. An Egyp-
tian expert, Mark, brought in 
some ancient Egyptian artifacts, 
such as, a model of an ancient 
Egyptian tomb and much more. I 
interviewed Ruby and Liana. They 
both dressed up as Cleopatra and 
loved the experience. “It was really 
cool!” said Liana, “It was amaz-
ing!”                                
    By Ella-Mae Bainbridge 
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Cheeky Challenges 

In Year 1, the children have been focusing 
on Maths. 

In the weeks that have passed, Year 1 have 
been excellent at maths, and it seems that 
the children have been enjoying this too. 

We have got some quotes that Year 1 have 
informed  us about their learning: 

“I like doing maths because it is challeng-
ing.” 

Maya Fox. 
“I like maths because I like adding num-

bers.” 
Shonah Carney. 

So we can all come to a conclusion that 
Year 1 have enjoyed maths this term. 

Keep it up Year 1! 
 

By Lolade Omole 
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Books at Bedtime 
On the  6th February,  Great Linford hosted a ‘Books at Bedtime’ evening. This was where children and 

adults could sit, relax and listen to a teacher reading a story.  Every one could dress up in their pyjamas or 
as a character from their favourite book so that made the experience  even better because they would  feel 
at home.  When everyone entered, cookies, hot chocolate and other drinks were available for anyone to enjoy 
before they  met  others in a peaceful environment. ‘I enjoyed getting to see all of the children dress up in 

the pyjamas and their favorite book characters.’ Miss Funnel. ‘I loved it when children laughed at the funny 
parts in the story.’ Miss Creed. ‘I liked going around and listing to other stories with my sister.’ Maya Year 1. 

By Gaby and Lolade 


